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HE paracentric
)nversion has been used widely in studies of crossover variation and of the mechanism of crossing over. However, it has been used very little for measuring the influence of various agents on crossing over. The present paper describes the effect of different growing temperatures on crossing over in barley as measured by the frequency of meiotic bridges and fragments resulting from crossing over within and adjacent to an inversion heretozygote.
The inversion heterozygote was chosen even though criteria such as frequencies of chiasmata and of genetic recombination for measuring the influence of various agents on crossing over have been used extensively in a wide range of organisms 'a, 4 (2, 5, 15, 16, 18) . For experiments with barley, the latter two criteria have at least two shortcomings. First, diakinesis is not distinct enough for obtaining reliable frequencies of chiasmata. Second, recombination experiments based on backcross or F.~ progeny are of limited usefulness because they require hybridization, the evaluation of 2 generations, the production of large numbers of plants, and laborious classifications.
On the other hand, the use of the inversion heterozygote as a criterion for rapidly obtaining exact data on the variation of crossing over offers several advantages. For example, a single spike from a barley plant may yield several hundred microsporocytes at the proper stage for scoring the presence or absence of bridges and fragments. Thus, from a single well-tillered plant that can be grown under accurately controlled conditions, several thousand cells can be evaluated. Furthermore, a single generation is required and very little growing space is needed for an experiment.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The effect of temperature on recombination or chiasmata formation has been reported by Clark (1), Hayman and Parsons (3), Plough (7, 8), Poliakova (9), Smith Stern (12), White (14), Wilson (16, 17) , and others. Shams-Ul-Islam (10) was able to show the effect of temperature on crossing over using quartet analysis in corn. The literature concerning the effect of temperature on inversion bridges and fragments is much less voluminous and appears to be limited to a report by Swanson (13). found that increased growing temperature increased the frequency of bridges and fragments occurring at meiosis in a heterozygous inversion in Tradescantia. No report that showed an effect of temperature on crossing over in barley was found in an extensive literature search. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
An induced inversion heterozygote stock which has been previously described (4) was obtained from G. Holm of the Genetics Institute, University of Lund. This stock was grown at five different temperature regimes in plant growth control chambers. The lowest temperature treatment consisted of a day-night cycle ranging from 34° to 55° F.; the remaining treatments were held constant at 51°, 55°, 60°, 70° F. plus or minus 2° F. Day length was controlled at 16 hours and light intensity ranged from 1200-1700 foot-candles. Treatments were begun in the seedling stage and continued through meiosis. Spikes were collected and fixed in Carnoy's solution (6:3 : 1, alcohol:chloroform: acetic acid) and microsporocytes were smeared by the aceto-carmine technique. The microsporocytes were scored for frequencies of bridges and fragments at anaphase I.
The number of bridges and/or fragments per cell is a consequence of the location of crossovers relative to the inversion (6). If no crossovers occur, then a cell with no bridge or fragment (type 1) results. Single crossovers within the inversion lonp produce cells having a single bridge and a single fragment (type 2). Those crossovers between the centromere and tile loop produc ,c ells without a bridge or fragment (type 1). Double crossing nver within the loop gives rise to either 2 bridges with 2 fragments (type 3), 1 bridge with 1 fragment (type 2), or no bridge no fragment (type 1), depending upon the strands involved in the crossovers. The double crossovers within the loop and outside the loop adjacent to the centromere produce either cells with no bridge with 1 fragment (type 4) or cells with l bridge with 1 fragment (type 2). Triple crossovers result in cells having no bridge with 2 fragments (type 5) or any nf the previous types, depending upon the strands involved. A crossover distal to tile inversion will connect the fragment to the chromosome arm not involved in the bridge or loop chromatid (type 6). The fragment, although sometimes seen attached to a chromosome arm, was not scored as a fragment unless it was free.
The frequencies of the various cell types were recorded on a plant basis and from 2 to 4 plants were analyzed for each temperature. In the presentation of the results, "type 6" group of cells is included with the "type 2" group only for graphing, because of the similarity of these two groups. A lost fragment of the "type cell would be scored as a "type 6" cell; or if a distal crossover occurred in a "type 2" cell, it also would be soured as a "type cell. RESULTS
The frequencies of the various types (1 to 6) of cells were recorded for individual plants at different temperatures (Table 1) . It is apparent that as the growing temperature is increased to 60° F., higher "type 2" bridge and fragment frequencies result. The increase of the "type 2" cells is accompanied by a decrease in "type 1" cells, which have neither bridges nor fragments. The average frequency of "type 2" cells at a temperature of 60° F. is nearly twice the frequency observed at the 34 to 55° range of temperature. A slight decrease at 70° F. in number of cells having bridges and fragments may or may not represent the beginning of a downward trend in crossing over at higher temperatures. Although there is some indication of an increase in the frequency of the "type 3", "type 4", and "type cells with higher temperatures, they are not numerous enough to indicate clearly a response to temperature.
A chi-square test of homogeneity was applied to each temperature group to determine if plants within a temperature group could be regarded homogeneous for frequency of cell types. All but one of these X-~s were nonsignificant at the 1% level of probability which indicated that the data from the plants within each temperature could be pooled. The x e for the 70° F. temperature group was
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